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Desorption of thiolate self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) seriously limits the fabrication of thiol-based devices. Here we demonstrate that nanoporous Au produced by dealloying Au-Ag alloys exhibits high electrochemical stability against thiolate desorption. Nanoporous Au has many defective sites, lattice strain and residual Ag on the ligament surface. First-principles calculations indicate that these surface aspects increase the binding energy between a SAM and the surface of nanoporous Au.

Introduction

Recently, many researchers have investigated the preparation, characterization, properties and application of nanosized metals and alloys because of their unique electronic, optical, magnetic and catalytic properties, which are considerably different from bulk materials.1–7 For example, Au and Pd nanoparticles show peculiar magnetic properties different from those of their bulk Au and Pd counterparts.8,9 It is also known that Au nanoparticles supported on TiO2 show catalytic properties unlike bulk Au.10 These findings indicate that the nanosize effect is important for functional development of materials.

As a new class of nanosized metals, nanoporous metals have recently been investigated11 for their various properties. Nanoporous metals, moreover, can be easily produced through dealloying, that is, selective dissolution of a more active component from a homogeneous alloy.12 Fabrication techniques and various properties of nanoporous metals have been revealed so far.13–20

Several studies utilize self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) that decorate the surface of nanoporous Au.14,15,20 SAMs are potentially useful in a variety of applications including corrosion inhibition and electron-transfer phenomena, chemical sensors and biomaterials.21–23 These days, the applications of 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) SAMs for sensors and biofuel cells are extensively investigated because of their direct-electron transfer property.24–29 Their stability against electrochemical disturbance as well as high temperature and pH, however, needs to be improved for practical applications. Several studies have been performed to understand the physical chemistry involved in desorption reaction, in particular, the role of oxygen, ozone, ultraviolet radiation,30–33 hydrocarbon chain length and end-groups,34–36 substrate structure,37–39 and the environment (air, water and organic solutions).40–42 For the enhancement of the stability of a SAM, the surface structures of substrates are of considerable importance. For example, Cortés et al.45 investigated the enhanced stability of SAMs on a nanostructured gold substrate. In many cases, the binding energy have been estimated by electrochemical measurements34,35,45 and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),46–48 and some theoretical insights into SAMs using first-principles calculations have been reported.49–52

In this work, the stability of SAMs adsorbed on nanoporous Au is examined. Nanoporous Au substrates with different pore sizes were prepared by dealloying and subsequent annealing. The electrochemical stability against thiolate desorption was experimentally investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and XPS. The enhanced stability of the nanoporous gold is related to the higher binding energy of thiolate species to the nanoporous Au surface where many defective sites, lattice strains53 and residual Ag exist. The reasons for the high stability are estimated by first-principles calculations.

Experimental and Computational Methods

Nanoporous Au preparation

Commercially available Au (>99.9 mass%) and Ag (>99.9 mass%) ingots were melted together by arc melting under Ar atmosphere to prepare a precursor Au0.35Ag0.65 alloy ingot. After homogenization at 1173 K for 24 h under Ar atmosphere and cold rolling, nanoporous Au was synthesized by dealloying of the alloy (free corrosion) at 253 K for 15 h in 70 mass% HNO3 (called the ‘as-dealloyed’ sample in this paper). Some of the sample was freely corroded at room temperature and annealed at 423 K for 15 min under Ar atmosphere to coarsen the porous structure (called the ‘coarsened’ sample in this paper).

Preparation of 4-ATP SAMs

The thiolate (4-ATP) monolayers were self-assembled on both as-dealloyed and coarsened samples. For the preparation of SAMs on nanoporous Au, the samples were soaked in a 20 mM ethanolic solution of 4-ATP for 65 h at room temperature under laboratory air ambient. After the immersion, the samples were rinsed thoroughly with ethanol and distilled water and dried in air prior to electrochemical measurements and XPS.
Electrochemical measurements

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out at room temperature to determine the stability of the adsorbed SAMs on nanoporous Au. A three-electrode electrochemical cell with a platinum wire as a counter electrode, the nanoporous Au sample decorated with SAMs as a working electrode and the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as a reference electrode were used. For comparison, smooth Au surface (polished Au plate) decorated with 4-ATP SAM is also used as a working electrode. CV was conducted under the control by a potentiostat (HZ-5000 by Hokuto Denko). The electrolyte was 0.1 M NaOH degassed for 1 h by N2 bubbling and the scan rate was 5 mV/s from 0 to −1.2 V. Curves for the first scan are used for consideration.

XPS measurements

XPS (Thermo Electron, Sigma Probe) using Al Kα radiation ($h\nu = 1486.6 \text{ eV}$) was employed for the surface elemental analyses of samples. Binding energy scales were referenced by setting the binding energy of Au-4f7/2 to 84.0 eV.

Computational details

Geometry optimization calculations were performed using the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP), in which the density functional theory (DFT) was used with a plane wave basis set to calculate the electronic properties of solids from first principles. The exchange–correlation interactions were treated using the spin-polarized version of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the scheme attributable to Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE). The ultrasoft pseudopotentials represented in reciprocal space were used for all elements in the calculations. The Kohn-Sham wave functions of valence electrons were expanded to the plane wave basis set within a specified cutoff energy (≈ 340 eV). The Brillouin zone was sampled using a Monkhorst-Pack $3 \times 3 \times 1$ k-point mesh in the defective-surface models and $5 \times 5 \times 1$ k-point mesh in the residual Ag models and the Gaussian smearing with 0.1 eV width.

In the defective surface models, calculations were performed using face-centered-cubic (111) surface slab models for the $3 \times 3$ supercells of the $(1 \times 1)$ unit cell in nine different surface models for comparison of reported works. In the residual Ag models, on the other hand, calculations were performed using the surface slab models for the $2 \times 2$ supercells of the $(1 \times 1)$ unit cell in four different models. A five-atomic-layer model was employed for all the models, and two bottom layers were constrained while the rest were allowed to relax. The repeated slabs were separated from each other by a vacuum space of 10 Å. In this calculation, methanethiol (MT), instead of 4-ATP, was employed as the thiolate species for calculation efficiency.

Results

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirmed the formation of as-dealloyed and coarsened nanoporous Au, as shown in Fig. 1. Analyses of SEM images (more than 100 pores for each sample) revealed that the average pore sizes, where each pore size was determined as the distance between adjacent ligaments, were approximately 6 and 40 nm for as-dealloyed and coarsened samples, respectively. As-dealloyed nanoporous Au exhibited a highly irregular pore shape.

Typical CV curves for as-dealloyed and coarsened nanoporous Au after SAM decoration are shown in Fig. 2. CV curves for smooth Au surface is also included there. The CV curves for nanoporous Au exhibited a clear reductive peak during cathodic scan, which shows that both nanoporous samples are successfully decorated with SAMs. The cathodic potential scan of both curves shows major current peaks below −1.0 V. The major peak (indicated by arrows) corresponds to the reductive desorption of 4-ATP SAMs from Au surfaces. The peak potential (≈ −1.15 V) of as-dealloyed nanoporous Au decorated with 4-ATP SAMs was
lower than that (≈ −1.05 V) of the coarsened one. Less significant broadened peaks within the potential range from −0.50 to −0.70 V, which seem to be associated with a phase transition occurring at the phenyl ring,29,60 were also found in both cathodic curves. Moreover, the broadened anodic peak at −0.75 V during the reverse scan was found only in the curve for the coarsened sample. On the other hand, only broad peak around −0.84 V is observed in the cathodic CV curve for smooth Au surface. Anodic peak at −0.75 V is also found.

The real surface area measurement (CV in 0.5 M H2SO4) showed that the thiol surface coverage was approximately 0.02, which is apparently low; for example, SAM of nonanethiol shows surface coverage of 0.15–0.30.45 The low coverage may be attributed to phenyl ring in 4-ATP which occupies larger space than simple carbon chain in alkanethiol.

The results of XPS analyses of the samples before and after CV measurements are shown in Fig. 3. Sulfur (S-2p, binding energy of 160.8–164.2 eV) and nitrogen (N-1s, binding energy of 398.3–403.0 eV, not shown in Fig. 3 for simplicity) were detected from both samples. This fact implies that as-dealloyed and coarsened nanoporous Au were successfully decorated with SAMs. The peak intensity for the as-dealloyed sample is higher than that for the coarsened sample, which suggests that the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au causes a significant adsorption of SAMs. Moreover, the XPS analyses of the samples after CV measurements revealed that the S-2p peak was weakened to a noticeable degree for the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au, but that little degradation of the S-2p peak intensity was observed for the coarsened sample. Nevertheless, the S-2p peak intensity from the as-dealloyed sample after CV was still higher than that from the coarsened sample before and after CV.

![Fig. 3 S-2p X-ray photoelectron spectra from (a) as-dealloyed and (b) coarsened nanoporous Au decorated with SAMs of 4-ATP before and after CV.](image)

**Discussion**

**CV curves and SAM stability**

In the CV curves, the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au exhibited the peak of SAM desorption at a more negative potential than the coarsened sample. These peak potentials are, however, far more negative than those for smooth Au surface. It has been reported that the more negative the potential of the desorption peak, the stronger the bonding between SAMs and the Au surface;15,61 hence, the bonding between 4-ATP SAMs and surface of as-dealloyed nanoporous Au is stronger than that between SAMs and the surface of the coarsened sample. Thus, the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au provides a higher electrochemical stability of SAMs of 4-ATP than the coarsened one. However, compared with 4-ATP on the gold thin film, the desorption potential of which was reported to be −0.735 V under the same condition,29 both nanoporous Au samples offer a much higher binding energy between the Au surface and SAMs.

Moreover, a broadened peak at −0.75 V during reverse scan was found for the coarsened sample, while no peak was observed for the as-dealloyed sample. The broadened anodic peak at approximately −0.75 V is related to a partial readsorption of monolayers on the Au surface.29,60 The present results indicate that almost no rebinding of 4-ATP occurred in the as-dealloyed sample and that some 4-ATP molecules adsorbed again in the coarsened sample during the anodic scan.

Such presence and absence of molecular readsorption during the anodic scan are also suggested from the XPS results shown in Fig. 3; that is, degradation in the intensity of the S-2p peak can be found after CV of the as-dealloyed sample, perhaps because of the absence of the readsorption of 4-ATP. The intensity of S-2p spectra of the coarsened sample, however, was almost unchanged by CV, indicating that the 4-ATP, which had been released during the cathodic scan, was adsorbed again during the anodic scan. No readsorption of 4-ATP occurred in the as-dealloyed sample, perhaps because the 4-ATP, just after the cathodic scan, remains at a much higher density on the surface of the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au than on the surface of the coarsened sample owing to the enhanced binding energy. This situation is supported by the higher S-2p peak even after CV of the as-dealloyed sample than the peak before CV of the coarsened sample, suggesting that more SAMs are adsorbed at the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au. A large amount of absorbed molecules remains at a very high density on the as-dealloyed samples after the cathodic scan such that there is very little space on which desorbed molecules can be readSORbed. On the other hand, there are much less adsorbed monolayers on the coarsened nanoporous Au than on the as-dealloyed one; many of the desorbed 4-ATP molecules can be readSORbed on the surface of the coarsened nanoporous Au during the reverse anodic scan.

The enhanced bonding between Au and S on the surface of the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au is also suggested by the fact that the oxidized states of sulfur in the two samples significantly differ, as shown in Fig. 3. The XPS peak component at 163.5 eV, which implies the existence of unbound sulfur species,47 is as high as that at 162.1 eV corresponding to bound thiol47 for the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au decorated with SAMs. However, the peak for bound sulfur species is more significant in the spectrum of as-dealloyed nanoporous Au decorated with SAMs. The fractions of bound thiol in the as-dealloyed and coarsened sample are estimated to be 0.66 and 0.33, respectively, by curve fitting. Thus, the as-dealloyed nanoporous Au with a small pore size of 6 nm offers enhanced electrochemical stability of adsorbed SAMs.

**DFT approach for SAM stability in nanoporous Au**

**Surface straining and defects**

To confirm the mechanism underlying the higher binding
energy of Au-S in the as-dealloyed sample, first-principles calculations were performed. There are many lattice strains and defective sites on nanoporous metals such as adatoms, vacancies and steps because of the complex and nanosized three-dimensional curvature of surfaces. Such defective sites are responsible for SAM stability, and hence, the adsorption energy of MT on a perfect Au (111) surface (Fig. 4a) and Au (111) surfaces containing vacancy-like honeycomb (Fig. 4b) and adatom (Fig. 4c) structures. MT molecules were located at a bridge site between two adjacent surface atoms in perfect and honeycomb models and at the a-top site (just above the adatom) in the adatom model. Moreover, in each model, cell sizes were varied by ±5% to determine the effect of lattice contraction and expansion.

Figure 5 shows the calculated absorption energy of MT onto each model of the Au (111) surface. At the strain of 0%, both adatom and honeycomb surface structures reduced the adsorption energy, compared with the perfect (111) surface; thus, it is suggested that these defective surface structures cause higher stabilities than the perfect Au (111) surface. On the other hand, lattice strain, irrespective of contraction and expansion, seems to affect adsorption energy of MT less significantly than the surface defects. Figure 6 shows the local density of states (LDOS) of Au atoms bonded with MT in perfect, honeycomb and adatom models (with no straining). As reported in the case of hydrogen adsorption, an increase in the energy gap (ΔE) between the bottom of Au and the split-off S-Au bonding state would strengthen the S-Au bond. Therefore, the larger split-off states in the honeycomb model lead to the lowered adsorption energy (and then stable adsorption) of MT. On the other hand, no difference was found in the energy gap ΔE between the perfect and adatom models; however, the peak of the S-Au bonding state in the adatom model was higher than that of the perfect model. Furthermore, a new peak at around −17 eV, which was not seen in the perfect model, was found in the adatom model. Defective sites at the surface, therefore, strengthen the bonding between Au and S atoms.

Figure 5 shows that lattice expansion (+5% strain) also reduces the adsorption energy of MT in the perfect and honeycomb models, but that, the lattice expansion in the adatom model has a negative effect on the adsorption of MT. Thus, lattice strains may not always strengthen S-Au bonding. Figure 7 shows LDOS of perfect Au (111) models with ±5% strains. Comparison of LDOS shows that the energy gap between the bottom of the Au band and the split-off S-Au bonding state increased with the increase in strain (and thus, the decrease in the adsorption energy of MT), as reported in the case of hydrogen adsorption on the Pd surface. Figure 8 shows LDOS of ±5%-strained honeycomb Au (111) models, indicating a similar trend in the energy gap between the split-
off state and bottom edge of the Au band. However, LDOS of +5%-strained adatom Au models, as shown in Fig. 9, had a smaller energy gap between the split-off state and edge of the Au band than that of the adatom Au model with no strain. This is in agreement with the fact that the +5%-strained adatom model showed a higher adsorption energy of MT (or less stability of MT adsorption) than the no-strain adatom model (Fig. 5). Thus, the effect of strain on the adsorption energy can be viewed in terms of the energy gap between the split-off state and the Au band bottom.

The electron density distribution also reflects the trend in the adsorption energy of MT, as shown in Fig. 10, which summarizes the charge density maps at the Au (111) surface of perfect, honeycomb and adatom models with and without straining. In the honeycomb and perfect models, the more expanded the lattice, the lower the electron density between atoms. This result indicates that, as the lattice is expanded, the electron density near the Au atoms becomes much higher, so that more electrons contribute to the S-Au bond. The adatom models, on the other hand, exhibit a different trend in the electron density distribution. That is, the adatom models with −5% and 0% strains have isotropic electron distribution, but electrons in the +5%-strained adatom model spread anisotropically. Such an irregular shape of electron distribution would cause electron starvation around Au adatoms and subsequent weakening of the S-Au bond.

Residual Ag

Nanoporous Au is fabricated through selective dealloying of Ag from Au-Ag alloys; however, some portion of Ag inevitably remains in the material. The residual Ag, in several cases, segregates at the surface of nanoporous Au even after the complete macroscopic removal of Ag. XPS on the as-dealloyed and coarsened nanoporous Au (Fig. 11) revealed

![Graphic](image-url)
that the approximate surface Ag concentrations were 50 at.% for the as-dealloyed sample and 15 at.% for the coarsened sample. That is, more Ag atoms are segregated on the ligament surface of the as-dealloyed sample. Kawasaki and Iino\textsuperscript{61} reported that the packing density of SAMs increased when the substrate Au is alloyed with Ag. Thus, the surface-segregated Ag in the present nanoporous Au may affect the stability of a SAM.

DFT calculations, therefore, were also conducted to estimate the residual Ag effects. One Au atom was replaced by one Ag atom in the three models where the positions of the Ag atom were different. The surface Ag model contains one Ag atom at the (111) surface, whereas the second- and third-layer Ag models contain one Ag atom in the second and third layers, respectively, as illustrated in Figs. 12a–c. The model without the Ag replacement (Ag-free model) was also subjected to DFT calculations. MT molecules were located at bridge sites between two adjacent Au atoms in each model. Table 1 summarizes the calculation results for the adsorption energies of MT on the Ag-containing models. The surface Ag model showed the lowest adsorption energy of MT, which suggests that Ag residually segregated at the surface enhances S-Au bonding. The second- and third-layer models, however, have almost the same MT adsorption energy as the Ag-free model. These results suggest that the Ag atoms inside the materials have a less significant effect on S-Au bonding than the Ag atoms segregated at the surface.

LDOS of residual Ag and Ag-free models are presented in Fig. 13. In the surface Ag model, the energy gap $\Delta \varepsilon$ between the split-off S-Au bonding state and Au band bottom was larger than that in the Ag-free model, like defective surface models, while the $\Delta \varepsilon$ in the second- and third-layer models is...
similar to that in the Ag-free model. Calculations of bonding electron numbers by integrating total DOS below the Fermi level also indicate that the bonding electron number (= 11.20) around the Au atom bound with MT in the surface Ag model is larger than that (= 11.12) in the Ag-free model, while no essential difference is found in the electron numbers around Au atoms bound with MT in the Ag-free, second-layer Ag and third-layer Ag models. Such an increase in electron density in surface Ag model strengthens the S-Au bonding. That is, residual Ag segregated at the surface of the ligament has a much more significant effect on the S-Au bonding than the Ag left inside the ligament. Thus, the residual surface Ag is important in the present case, as reported in the case of CO oxidation.64

be easily prepared through dealloying, and its high surface area and minute pore size can be controlled in a systematic way. These points will be effective for devices such as biosensors27,29 and enzyme biofuel cells.65 Further studies are required to control surface defects and residual Ag of nanoporous Au for practical application.
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Fig. 13 Local density of states (LDOS) of Au atoms bound with methanethiol in (a) Ag-free, (b) surface Ag, (c) second-layer Ag and (d) third-layer Ag models. The split-off between the Au band and S-Au bonding is larger in the +5% strained model than in the ~5% strained model.

Conclusions

The stability of a SAM on nanoporous Au was examined by CV and it is suggested that smaller nanopores offer higher SAM stability. Nanoporous Au can be fabricated by dealloying homogeneous Ag-Au alloys in an electrolyte where a large surface is coercively created; there are many defect sites and residual Ag atoms at the surface of the nanoporous Au. First-principles calculations suggested that the defects and residual Ag at the surface of nanoporous Au markedly contribute to the SAM stabilization. Therefore, nanoporous Au is an attractive material as a substrate for excellent thiolate-based devices. We emphasize that nanoporous Au can
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